There are two ideas behind composite datasets:

1. A file (or other persistent representation of a dataset) may be
composed of multiple component datasets.  Each of those datasets should
be retrievable independently, provided an appropriate plugin exists to
read it.  This kind of functionality is currently provided for things
like calexp_md (which reads just the headers from a FITS file).  The
Butler should continue to allow this.  I'm not sure if any particular
additional features are needed here.

2. A dataset being retrieved may be composed of multiple components,
each of which is its own independent dataset (and which could be a
component of a Type 1 persisted dataset).  This could be used to extract
the pixels from a calexp dataset and the headers from another dataset
(even a database), for example.  The Butler does not currently provide
much support for doing this; it should do so, given existing plugins for
reading the component datasets and possibly an additional plugin for
combining the components.  Note that the independent dataset components
may not be in the same repository; some could be in parents.  Also note
that this composite dataset type might be read-only.  Since this dataset
type might never be output, it cannot be defined via the
(not-yet-existing) dynamic dataset prototype interface.  We'll have to
think about whether code-only definition, per-camera definition, or even
in-repo definition (or some combination) is acceptable for this.

When persisting a particular object that happens to be composed of
multiple components, it may be desirable to decompose it and persist the
components as separate independent datasets.  I'm not certain this
functionality is needed, and I think it could be postponed.

The other twist for later is that if two Butler-retrieved datasets share
a component dataset in the Type 2 sense, it would be desirable for that
component to be read only once and shared between the resulting objects.
